Production of binderless particleboard and compressed lumber using oil palm trunk as a feedstock

Palm oil, which is produced from fruit of oil palm (Elaeis guineensis), is one of the most important agricultural products in Southeast Asia, particularly in Malaysia and Indonesia. Oil palm is replanted every 25 to 30 years to maintain the fruit production, and a large amount of biomass, namely oil palm trunk (OPT), is generated when they are felled. At present, this trunk is not efficiently used. On the other hand, for wood-based industries, the shortage of wood from natural forests is becoming a major concern. So research has been actively undertaken on unutilized biomass for to find substitute for some existing usages and decrease the demand for limited natural resources. Considering such situations, we have developed two types of products using OPT as a feedstock, namely binderless particleboard and compressed lumber.

Binderless particleboard is a self-binding particleboard without the addition of adhesives. It is produced simply by hot pressing formed particles at appropriate temperature and pressure. Since it does not use synthetic adhesives, cost necessary for raw materials and impact toward environment is smaller, compared with typical particleboard with synthetic adhesives. Also, by reducing feedstock to particles, it is assumed to overcome heterogeneity of OPT depending on the section of that used (interior or exterior; bottom or top). The binderless board produced by laboratory scale experiment is shown in Fig. 1. Under the conditions we have tried, the physical properties of board become maximum at the press temperature 200 °C.

Compressed lumber is the densified board produced by hot pressing block of feedstock. Normally in the case of wood, the strength of the product enhances by this densification. This was also valid for compressed lumber made from OPT. The compressed lumber produced are shown in Fig. 2. A steam process in a closed chamber at a temperature of 130 °C before compression made physical properties and dimensional stability better than those without the process.

Unlike wood, the main components of which are cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, OPT also contains sugars and starch at certain levels as sap or in parenchyma tissues. When binderless particleboards were produced with monomeric and dimeric sugars extracted OPT, properties of the board obtained was inferior to the board made from non-extracted sample (Fig. 3). On the other hand, addition of glucose and sucrose increased properties of the produced board. Since such effects were not observed with starch added sample, it is suggested that such sugars in sap contribute to self-binding mechanism of binderless particleboard and probably to features of compressed OPT lumber.

Regarding OPT binderless particleboard, the weak point is water durability. So at moment, the board should be used for indoor use, such as interior finishing or furniture.
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Fig. 1. Image of the binderless particleboard made from oil palm trunk (The magnified image of the surface is shown inside the circle.)

Fig. 2. Image of the compressed lumber made from oil palm trunk (B)
(A: The raw material before compression.)

Fig. 3. Internal bond strength (left) and water absorption (right) of various types of board
(A: unextracted OPT board (control), B: unextracted + 20% glucose board, C: unextracted + 20% sucrose board, D: unextracted + 20% starch board, E: extracted OPT board)